UPCOMING EVENTS:
10/27/2015: Kathryn Tabb
/Columbia University
1/19/2016: Sharon Street
/NYU
3/22/2016: Holly Smith
/Rutgers University
4/26/2016: Jeffrey Blustein
/CCNY
5/24/2016: Arleen Salles
/Centro de Investigaciones Filosóficas, Buenos Aires

PAST EVENT:
9/15/2015: Collin O’Neil
/Lehman College

NEXT EVENT:
TUESDAY OCTOBER 27th 2015, 5:30-7:00PM
ANNENBERG 12-16

Kathryn Tabb
“On the Ethics of Description in Psychiatric Nosology”
Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Columbia University

Prof. Tabb’s primary areas of interest are history and philosophy of psychiatry, specifically the ethical, political, and cultural implications of the way mental illness is researched and treated. She received her PhD in History and Philosophy of Science from the University of Pittsburgh